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A digital
art project
Beyond
Quantum
Music
Acoustic Pendulum is an immersive and modular project placing gravity and acoustics in
a generative equation.
This kinetic installation is an extension of
Steve Reich’s Pendulum Music , where hanging microphones oscillated over speakers
put on the ground. Here the device is reversed: the microphone stands located still in the
room and the speakers arranged inside the
pendulum move in the room space.
Initially motionless, the pendulum oscillates
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The basics of a research
Stillness, as a starting point of any movement, dominates the origin of this research: how to give
birth to a fluid pendulum movement and keep it
going without any time limitation and without any
outside help?

When the functioning of the mechanism is
assimilated, the viewers forget it and abandon themselves to the sonified movements
of the unfolding landscape. The object is
reminiscent of a certain science-fiction aesthetic and lends itself to an anthropomorphic imagination of robotics with its
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approach serving this plastic research.
In the ambivalent enigma of Immateriality, what is
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Aesthetic/
The pendulum impose itself by its presence in
space like a totem pole, with the difference that
its anchor point is not a fixed point on the ground
that connects it to the center of the earth, but an
elevated point in height that radiates in multiple
directions. Its dimensions remain within our

ing the choreographic act.
Lateral, elliptical or circular, the movement
technically results from implementation of a
double-pendulum in which gravity cyclically
rectifies the imbalance caused by the periodic shift of its balanced weight towards the
center of the device.

human conception of volume: comforting in its
form, yet destabilising in its movements.
Raw yet orderly, the materials, are mainly metal
for the structure and plexiglass for the sphere.
The object seeks a certain elegance in the simplicity of its lines and stripped down to its functionality. The transparent sphere renders the
animality of the mechanism visible as it arouses
a primal function of our curiosity.
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which the sensor registers with a 0, which is
then transformed into a Bang (trigger). Thus,
between two Bangs (triggers), the patch calculates a Time (= Frequency).
This time is applied to the swing of the balanced weight in 3 angular speeds (acceleration,
constant and deceleration). Each angular velocity is thus calculated in order to cover the correct distance between the ends of its
amplitude: the apex.
The fluidity of its progression is obtained by allowing the natural inertia of the pendulum to
complete each of its oscillations. To do this, the
engine executes 60% of its course during the
first 25 degrees of its progression, then up to
40% for the next 25, leaving it to inertia to bring
the pendulum to the moment of immobility to
be analysed, so that the patch will translate into
a Bang to relaunch a new command in the opposite direction, and so forth.
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Sound/

In addition, the engine’s drive belt is audible.

Acoustic Pendulum creates a favorable environ-

frequency of the pendulum, and participates in

ment for the sequential generation of sound
landscapes which are sensitive to the situation,
capturing and restoring the acoustics of the location. The sound emitted is the result of the
continuous acoustic field between the speakers
and the microphone, so that there is neither
sampling nor memory involved. The audio engine multiplies the incoming signal in 4 matrix
programmable units. Within each unit, the signal is fed back on itself with a 10 seconds delay,
creating a continuum. The data from the inertial
unit (gyroscopic & accelerometric sensor) is
routed to the audio engine and, depending on
the sequences, stimulates various sound modulations, especially time feedback resulting from
relatively granular effects. So the pendulum becomes the interpreter of the sound installation.

It shows the metronomic character of the
the sound material, like a pulse.
Technically, the speakers are wired in stereo.
The choice of the speakers was decisive for
prototype. These are Focal 100-ICW6 high definition models, designed to work without VAS,
so as to avoid forcing the sphere to act as a
speaker in expressing all frequencies in an optimal way. Low frequencies, are outsourced to
one or two subwoofers which impart an immersive feeling of the installation due to the natural spatialization of sound.
Finally, any other exogenous sound at installation is able to enter the loop reinjection. So
the installation also interacts with the sonic
context of its surroundings.

At times, it manages to achieve a perfect synchronization between movement and sound,
causing all sorts of natural phenomena, such as
phasing and doppler effects, as if the spectator
had been immersed inside a Leslie cabinet. So
we sometimes hear melodies, made by major
second or third intervals, fifths and octaves...
These are purely aleatoric electroacoustic variations of the natural harmonics of the fundamental feedback, which the movements of the
pendulum modulate within the acoustic character of the space.
Most of the sound work is focused on a spectral
approach to timbres and on the projection of
sound. The sounds can sometimes bear resemblance to acoustic wind instruments, electric
bass or chimes, or else modular synthesis.
Sound performance at GAMERZ festival the 14th november 2019
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4 Variations/

Acoustic Pendulum induces a global circular con-
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